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Ivanovich Games introduces iRemoteDog 1.0 for iPhone and iPod touch
Published on 02/09/10
Ivanovich Games today introduces iRemoteDog 1.0, their new canine remote control
application for iPhone and iPod touch devices. Designed specifically to leverage the
iPhone's unique capabilities and interface, iRemoteDog serves to help dog lovers train
their pooch. The application contains sounds that are at a frequency only Spot can hear.
iRemoteDog features 12 different commands, custom skins, and includes a complete tutorial
that helps users get the most out of each command.
Barcelona, Spain - Ivanovich Games today is pleased to introduce iRemoteDog 1.0, their new
canine remote control application for iPhone and iPod touch devices. Designed specifically
to leverage the iPhone's unique capabilities and interface, iRemoteDog serves to help dog
lovers train their pooch. Featuring a comfortable and simple user interface, iRemoteDog
contains sounds that are at a frequency only Spot can hear.
Dog lovers control their dog with 12 different commands, directly from his or her device,
while their furry canine learns to associate different inaudible tones with a directed
movement. Dogs can relate better to these types of multi-commands, rather than just a
single human voice alone. Using iRemoteDog 1.0 is simple and straightforward, offers
custom skins, and includes a complete tutorial that helps users get the most out of each
command. Dogs everywhere are rejoicing.
Feature Highlights:
* Comfortable and Simple User Interface
* Inaudible frequencies only dogs can hear
* 12 different commands provided
* Complete tutorial for each command
* Customize the UI with included skins
"The original idea of this app born in spring 2009," said Ivan Cascales, founder and CEO
of Barcelona based Ivanovich Games. "Joking with my wife came the idea of a remote control
for dogs. The trick of course is finding the correct set of frequencies that dogs can
understand. For several months experimented with different types of sounds at different
frequencies until we discovered the perfect match. Now our dog quickly learned and our
neighbors dogs too."
Device Requirements:
* iPhone and iPod touch
* Requires iPhone OS 3.0 or later
* 3.7 MB
Pricing and Availability:
iRemoteDog 1.0 is $1.99 (USD) and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in
the Utilities category. Review copies are available upon request. There is also a nice
YouTube video demonstration available.
Ivanovich Games:
http://www.ivanovichgames.com/
iRemoteDog 1.0:
http://www.ivanovichgames.com/iRemoteDog/iRemoteDog.html
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.com/apps/iremotedog
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YouTube Video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RyWXgXF8ZZ4
Screenshots:
http://www.ivanovichgames.com/iRemoteDog/ScreenShots.html
Application Icon:
http://www.ivanovichgames.com/iRemoteDog/iRemoteDogIcon512.png

Located in beautiful Barcelona, Spain, Ivanovich Games is a privately held company founded
in 2009 by independent developer Ivan Cascales. With an focus on innovation, Ivan has a
passion for developing useful and entertaining applications for the iPhone platform.
Copyright (C) 2009-2010 Ivanovich Games. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo,
iPhone and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Computer Inc. in the U.S. and/or other
countries.
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